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Insights 

 

I don’t make any claims of being a stock expert. But I know how to follow 

instructions from key and selected stock experts.  Plus, I know my way around 

online and I am good at searching and seeking out critical and strategic 

information and recognizing that it is just that. A wise principle is this: “Surround 

yourself with trusted people who know what you don’t know.”  Maybe I will be 

that in part, for you. Our association is that you have let me speak into your life 

with mentoring. You may be on my mailing list or you purchased my mentoring 

products and you are reselling them.  

Since the election of our current President #45, the stock market has been 

exploding.  Anyone with the desire to do so can ride the wave.  The stock market 

does have its market drops, but all the gains outweigh those drops and they are 

still way ahead of many past years. There is much faith in American business by 

the people who are in the know. Why not you?  Why not get in the know and 

then go out and take a piece of the pie yourself for your retirement and for your 

children and for more comfortable years in your old age?  Does your Social 



Security and retirement really look good enough to you right now?  That’s what I 

thought.  There are people making 2000-3000% and even more right now on their 

money, and I am not saying that they are investing thousands, but hundreds only. 

In fact, I would rarely tell anyone or even do it myself, to put more than $1000 

into a firm. Diversifying is more important.  

Here is a sample (but real valid right now) of a great guru that I follow and you 

can start with his pick for just $200:   

https://pro.oxfordclub.com/p/MANIATO79ORELTOREDSVPAVPALTPES/EOREU

5BG/?a=9&o=29160&s=55013&u=4776768&l=2073709&r=MC2&vid=r43AXp

&g=0&h=true  

But I am ahead of myself.  What is good to invest in?  What is being looked at as 

the next iPhone, or the next Microsoft, or the next Netflix, because fortunes 

were made over those and many more firms, and, $1000 only at the strategic 

time set up people for life.  What firms now are this strategic?  Can anyone know?  

Yes, yes and yes.  Can it still be done?  You bet. One thing I can help you do is 

obtain cash for investing from my affiliate program.   I pay people $446 payments 

at PayPal, and I lead them to people who show them strategic stock purchases.  

More next time. 

 

God bless, 

Greg Nichols 
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DISCLAIMER: Greg Nichols of MFN Network is not a stock broker and does not recommend specific firms 

to invest in, but rather is an information source and gives guidance in principles, trends and potential 

directions. Greg and MFN simply guide his pupils in directions and recommends experts who do make 

specific recommendations based on due diligence, laborious research and immense past experience in 

the investing field.  Greg Nichols and MFN Network is held harmless by all users of this information as 

stock investing is volatile and is a high risk activity. Greg does not advise people to invest large sums of 

money into any firm, and if they do so, they do so at their choice and and at the level of their own risk 

tolerance.   


